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The Metal Table Collection from Green Oxen presents  
modern options for your living or working space. The 
metal composition, mostly recycled aluminum and quartz, 
provides a strength and sleekness that cannot be found 
elsewhere. The tables come with a lifetime guarantee 
and arrive with minimal assembly required. Color options 
are available.

If you have your own ideas for modern aluminum tables 
and will like to present your own design for production, 
please contact Green Oxen and a representative will 
discuss the details involved.
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The Colima Metal End Table is forged using 6061 aluminum construction 
with structural adhesive bonding to the table top. Named after the 
Colima Mountain in Mexico the sheer weight of the Colima Metal 
End Table gives a sturdy, permanent feel to any room. With minor 
assembly - only legs need to be attached with two screws per leg 
- the Colima Metal End Table can be yours.





The Hesperus is the 2nd table in Green Oxen's line of long, sturdy, 
modern aluminum tables. It can be cut to any length up to 12 feet 
and if perfect for heavy use for a modern setting. Made of 100% 
recycled aluminum, the Hesperus is eco-friendly and is hand crafted 
and designed by Green Oxen designers.
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Modern Sustainable Design

The Nevado is named after Mount Nevado in Peru. It stands strong and immaculate 
and The Nevado table's designers used it as inspiration. The Nevado is made of 
aluminum and quartz and can be cut to any length up to 12 feet. Its modern, 
minimalist design is intended to blend effortlessly into a room's aesthetic. Easy to 
clean and sturdy like a mountain, The Nevado is a table among Green Oxen's modern 
aluminum tables that is meant for heavy use and a lifetime of enjoyment.



Green Oxen Architectural Solutions is a division of Automatic 
Manufacturing Systems, Inc., a company with 25 years of experience 
delivering manufacturing solutions to industry. We now operate Green 
Oxen and other brands that focus on engineering high quality, 

Green Oxen is an architectural solutions company providing an array of aluminum 
products that fuse function with modern design. Architects, interior designers, and 
home enthusiasts can rely on Green Oxen as a source for Eco-friendly, dependable, 
and stylish architectural products. Green Oxen products can also enhance LEED 
projects as its recycled content is high and has unmatched recyclability.

Modern Sustainable Design



Recycled Metal
Renewable Energy Powered




